Invention to Compete in the
KYOSHO Mini-Z - Guinness World Record

Organizer: Kyosho Deutschland GmbH, Nikolaus-Otto-Straße 4, 24568
Kaltenkirchen
Competiton host: CATZ Sports GmbH, Reinbeker Straße 35, 22145 Stapelfeld

Ultimate leisure and sports fun to the east of Hamburg
Directions:

…/

Date: 30. 10.2010, Entry from 08:00, read-in transponder, Driver’s Briefing until 09.30
Nomination deadline: Friday, 29.10.2010, 21:00.
A late nomination fee of 5€ is charged for nominations entered after this deadline.
Category: Expert
Nomination: made via RC-Timing, only the first name and family name as well as email address
and category are important. Other fields can be filled in with xxx. Frequencies, if still required,
will be discussed on location.
Here are the links to Nomination , to Nomination list , to Waiting list and to Occasion .
Nomination fee: Adults 10€, Youths 5€, payment in cash on location.
Rules: Driving takes place in accordance with the Kyosho-Mini-Z Rules of the category, Expert.
These can be inspected at Kyosho Deutschland (www.kyosho.de)
Special rules: slight reinforcements and slight shifting of the body supports must be notified to
the race organizer, but are allowed. Driving with gyro is allowed.
Tyres containing silicone, such as Atomic-VC pattern are allowed. Self-made tyres are not
allowed. Only original Kyosho touring car bodies can be driven. Group C bodies and R246 bodies
are also not permitted.
Driving times:
Depending on the number of competitors, training runs and heats will be organized accordingly,
after which there will be 3 final races. Training runs will last 5 minutes, heats 6 minutes and
final races 8 minutes, in accordance with the DMC points system 2010.
Training runs are judged via individual start with best time. Heats are judged via individual start
according to a points system, and only the best drive is judged.
Final races are driven with group start in accordance with a points system, 1 result can be
eliminated in accordance with DMC.
Ground: RCP, driving takes place on the smooth side, anti-clockwise.
Driver’s position: There will be a sufficient number of tables and chairs available. Multi-sockets
should be brought by competitors.
Stopwatch times: Robitronic Lapcount with the RCM Ultimate Software
Time schedule: The first training run starts at 10:00, and the schedule follows on automatically.
The time schedule is continuously adjusted to include new nominations. You will find the
provisional plan here at Anlass (Occasion).
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Food & Misc.: The Catz Sports Bistro will be open and provides a wide range of snacks.
It is not permitted to bring your own food and drinks.
Showers and toilets are available.
Overnight stay in the hall, on the sports ground in a tent or in a caravan or mobile home is
possible after prior consultation with the organizer.
We can help find accommodation in nearby hotels.
Liability: Participants take part in this competition at their own risk. They bear civil and penal
liability for all damaged caused by their model vehicles. On submitting his nomination, the
competitor waives any claims for damages against the organizer and race hosts. Participants
have to ensure sufficient insurance coverage themselves, e.g. via membership in the DMC
(Deutscher Minicar Club). On submitting the nomination, the participant accepts this exclusion
of liability.

